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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a performance study
of multistage interconnection networks in
packet switching environment. In compar-
ison to earlier work, the model is more
extensive – it includes several parameters
such as multiple-packet messages, variable
buffer size, and wait delay at a source. The
model is also uniformly applied to several
representative networks and thus provides
a basis for fair comparison as well as selec-
tion of optimal values for parameters. The
complexity of the model required use of
simulation. However, a partial analytical
model is provided to measure the conges-
tion in a network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multistage interconnection networks

(MINs) are used in multiprocessing systems

to provide cost-effective, high-bandwidth

communication between processors and/or

memory modules. A MIN normally connects

N inputs (sources) to N outputs (destinations)

and is referred to as an N � N MIN. The

parameter N is called the size of the network.

There are several different multistage inter-

connection networks proposed and studied

in the literature, including Delta network [1],

Binary n-cube network [2], Omega network

[3], Gamma network [4], Kappa network [5],

Multipath network with cross link [6], etc.

The networks can be unbuffered or bu-

ffered. In unbuffered networks with circuit

switching, physical path must be established

before the actual data transfer. Buffered net-

works with packet switching are more flexible

in that packets are routed through the network

without establishing a physical path.

Patel [1] analyzed the performance of un-

buffered Delta networks in terms of the proba-

bility of acceptance (PA) of requests. Dias and

Jump [7] extended Patel’s analysis to buffered

Delta networks. The measures of merit used

for their analysis were the average delay of

a packet and the throughput of a network.

But their assumption that requests which are

blocked in the course of routing are lost is

unrealistic. Moreover, each message was as-

sumed to consist of a single packet, which is

not the case when message size is larger than

the packet size. Davis and Siegel [8] extended

the analysis of buffered Delta networks to in-

clude the use of multiple-packet messages, as-

suming a buffer size of four packets. Davis and

Siegel’s work is restricted to Delta networks.

Recently, Yoon et al. [9] provided a study

of buffered multipath MINs. However, their

model does not consider multi-packet mes-

sages. Our research integrates the various as-

pects studied separately in [8], [9]. In addition,

we introduce a refined metric called wait delay

and the notion of congestion-region to provide

a better understanding of the performance re-

sults.

We provide a comprehensive study to

serve several purposes which include ana-

lyzing the performance impact of various

parameters, optimal choices for network

parameters, and the comparison of different

networks. The results of our analysis provide

a basis for better designs of interconnection

networks by offering optimal choices for

parameters like buffer size.

An analytical model is provided to mea-

sure the wait delay which is the time lost by

a packet at the network source because of the

unavailability of an empty buffer at the input

stage of the network. The analytical model can

determine the degree of traffic congestion in-

side a network without having to actually mea-

sure individual packet delays.

The simulation model and the operating

environment are described in Section II. Sec-

tion III describes the performance criteria and

input parameters. Section IV explains the con-
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Table 1. Buffered MINs and their control strategies.

Network Control Strategy

Delta Destination Tag Algorithm
Gamma Unrestricted Routing
Kappa Fault-tolerant Destination Tag Algorithm

Multipath network with cross link H-route

cept of congestion. The wait delay is described

in detail in Section V. Section VI gives a brief

description of the simulator. Simulation results

are presented and discussed in Section VII and

Section VIII provides the concluding remarks.

II. THE MODEL AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

A packet switching multiprocessing sys-

tem can be organized as a tightly coupled sys-

tem in which the network sources are proces-

sors and the network destinations are mem-

ory modules, or as a loosely coupled system in

which the sources and the destinations are the

same processors, each with its own local mem-

ory. Our analysis is applicable to both types of

system organizations.

In a packet switching system, a message is

divided into fixed sized packets which are nor-

mally of the same size as the network’s path

width. We assume that bounded buffers (fixed

sized, first-in first-out queues) are placed in

front of all input ports of each switching ele-

ment (SE). The size of a buffer refers to the

maximum number of packets that it can hold.

A packet may experience blocking either be-

cause of a network conflict, i.e., other packets

compete for the same output link of an SE or

because of a full buffer at the next stage.

We analyze and compare four representa-

tive buffered MINs in Table 1. The networks

are illustrated in Fig.1. The details of these net-

works can be found in [1], [5], [6], [10].

A timing parameter has to be selected to

model the operation of a packet switching net-

work. We will use the timing parameter packet

cycle time (�) as introduced by Davis and

Siegel [8]. It is defined as the time required by

a packet to pass from the head of an SE’s input

buffer to the input buffer of an SE at the next

stage. The packet cycle time will be the unit of

time and we will often refer to it as the network

cycle. The packet offset time (˛) represents the

time interval between the generation of succes-

sive packets. This time interval is the amount

of time for a network source to form a com-
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Fig. 1. Four representative MINs
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plete packet and place it in the source buffer. A

source buffer of size one is assumed to be asso-

ciated with each network source. A represen-

tative packet switching network, an 8�8 Delta

network, is shown in Fig.1 (a). The packet off-

set is assumed to be a multiple of a packet cycle

time as in [8].

Each network source is in one of the three

possible states: idle, busy or waiting. When a

packet is being generated, the source is in the

busy state. If the packet offset time ˛ is k�,

then the source is busy during k network cy-

cles. A source is in the waiting state if it is

waiting for the source buffer to be available.

When a source is neither busy nor waiting, it is

said to be in the idle state. The loading factor

� is defined as the probability that a network

source will generate a new message given that

it is in the idle state. When a packet is blocked

at the source because of a full buffer at the in-

put stage, the source suspends generation of

successive packets and enters the waiting state.

A blocked packet is considered to be delayed at

the source for a number of cycles until a buffer

space at the input stage becomes available and

the packet can be forwarded.

The networks are assumed to operate under

the following conditions:

1. Packets submitted to the network input

ports contain both the data to be trans-

ferred and the routing tag.

2. Each source generates messages and

submits them to the network with a load-

ing factor of one, i.e., the assumption of

maximum load for the worst case analy-

sis.

3. Packets are removed from the network

as soon as they reach a network output

port, i.e., destinations are not a bottle-

neck of the network operation.

4. Each source generates messages inde-

pendent of all other sources.

5. The messages are uniformly distributed

across all the destinations.

6. The network operation is synchronous.

The submission and the removal of

packets to and from the network and

the movement of packets from stage to

stage occur at each network cycle.

7. The network is fault-free.

8. Any one of the conflicting requests is

equally likely to be chosen for transfer in

an SE. This implies that the conflict res-

olution policy is random and fair. The

exception is the cross link network [6],

where requests coming via the cross-link

have higher priority in order to prevent

infinite looping between the two SEs

that form a loop.

III. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
AND VARIABLE
PARAMETERS

To evaluate the performance of several

packet switching MINs, we will use the fol-

lowing metrics. Let T be a relatively large time

divided into v time intervals (ti , tiC1]. Let n.i/
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denote the number of packets accepted by des-

tinations during the time interval (ti , tiC1].

1. Average throughput .TP/ is the average

number of packets that reach their des-

tinations per network cycle. This metric

is also referred to as the bandwidth of the

network. Formally, TP can be expressed

by

TPD lim
v!1

Pv
iD1 n.i/

v
:

2. Normalized throughput .NTP/ is the ra-

tio of the average throughput TP to net-

work size N.

NTPD TP
N
:

3. Average packet delay .APD/ is the av-

erage time a packet requires to pass

through the network after it is generated

by a network source. Formally, APD can

be defined as

APDD lim
T!1

PN.T/
iD1 T.i/

N.T /

where N.T / denotes the total number of

packets accepted in time T and the T.i/

represents the delay for the ith packet.

We consider T.i/D tw .i/Cttr .i/, where

tw.i/ (wait delay) denotes the time lost

by the ith packet waiting for the avail-

ability of an empty buffer at the input

stage of the network. The second term

ttr.i/ denotes the time spent by the ith

packet after it is submitted to the net-

work, i.e., the total time which includes

the queueing delay plus the transmission

delay at each stage of the network.

4. Normalized packet delay .NPD/ is the

ratio of the APD to the minimum packet

delay which is simply the transmission

time. The minimum packet delay of a k-

stage network is just k�, where � is the

network cycle.

5. Average message delay .AMD/ is the

average time that elapses between the

generation of the first packet and the de-

livery of the last packet of a message.

6. Normalized message Delay .NMD/ is

the AMD normalized by the minimum

message delay. The minimum message

delay of an m-packet message is [k C
.m�1/]� for a network with k stages.

The following parameters affect the delay

and the throughput of packet switching net-

works.

� buffer size (ˇ): maximum number of

packets that an input buffer of an SE can

hold. The range for ˇ is assumed to be

1, : : : , 8.

� message size (m): the number of pack-

ets comprising a message. The range is

assumed to be 1, 2, 4, 8, 16.

� packet offset (˛): time required to gen-

erate a packet. The range is assumed to

be 1, : : : , 15.
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� loading factor (�): probability of gen-

eration of a new message given that a

source is in the idle state.

In addition, for the the Gamma and the

Kappa networks, we also study the effect of

multiplexer SEs at the output stage.

IV. THE CONGESTION
REGION AND THE
CONGESTION THRESHOLD

To facilitate the understanding of the be-

havior of buffered networks, we introduce the

concept of congestion which can also be found

in [11]. Networks with bounded buffers may

function in one of two operating regions. One

is congestion region where sources experience

non-zero wait delay tw . The other is non-

congestion region where twD0. The boundary

between the two regions is called the conges-

tion threshold. The operating region of the net-

work depends on the buffer size and the packet

offset time. Thus we can represent the conges-

tion threshold as the pair CTR.x; y/ where x is

a packet offset and y is a buffer size and the

combination results in a congestion threshold.

Our results show that for a given buffer size,

it is always possible to operate below the con-

gestion threshold by increasing the packet off-

set time. But it may not be possible to oper-

ate below the congestion threshold by increas-

ing buffer size when the packet offset is one.

A network will be called heavily loaded, if the

packet offset time is one.

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
FOR THE WAIT DELAY

In this section, we present an analytical

model for the wait delay. As defined in Sec-

tion II, let � be the probability that a network

source generates a new message in a given net-

work cycle, given that the source is in the idle

state. A packet switching MIN with bounded

buffers can be thought of as a queueing system

as shown in Fig. 2. The blocking probability

of a request depends on the loading factor �,

message size m and packet offset ˛. To find

the wait delay tw per packet, we define �p as

the probability that a network source generates

a packet in a given network cycle. Since the

average time between message generations is

given by

˛mC
1X

iD1

i.1��/i�D˛mC 1��
�

; (1)

we get,

�pD 1

˛mC 1��
�

�m

D �m
˛m�C .1��/ : (2)

Fig. 2. A MIN thought as a blocking queue.
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A packet generated by a source gets

blocked if the buffer at the input stage is full.

Let PB denote the steady-state probability that

a packet is blocked by the network. Then the

packet submission rate becomes N�p .1� PB /

where N is the number of network sources.

But this must be the same as the throughput

TP as discussed in [11]. Thus

N ��p � .1� PB /DTP: (3)

This reduces to

�p � .1� PB /DNTP (4)

where NTP is normalized throughput. NTP de-

creases with �p because of the reduced net-

work loading. Since we assume maximum

loading � D 1, (2) implies �p is simply 1/˛

and thus it is independent of the message size.

Thus (4) becomes

1
˛
� .1� PB /DNTP: (5)

As ˛ increases, network load is reduced

and there comes a point where PB becomes

zero and NTP D 1=˛. No network source ex-

periences wait delay tw beyond this value of

˛. This is the point that we defined as the con-

gestion threshold for a given buffer size. For

a given buffer size ˇ, let ˛T R denote the min-

imum value of packet offset (˛) which results

in NTP D 1=˛, then the congestion threshold

is represented by CTR.˛T R ;ˇ/
1. Since we are

1In contrast, a congestion threshold can be repre-

sented by CTR.˛;ˇT R / if it is obtained by increasing a

interested in the wait delay tw , we will consider

only the case where the network operates in the

congestion region (˛ < ˛T R). PB can be ob-

tained from (5),

PBD1�˛ �NTP: (6)

With no limit on the number of resubmissions
of blocked packets, the average wait time for
the successful transmission of a packet through
the network is given by

twD 1
�p
�
1X

iD1

i.1� PB /P
i
B (7)

D PB

1� PB
:̨ (8)

Each term in the summation of (7) indicates

that a packet is rejected (blocked) i times be-

fore it is accepted by a network at the ith re-

submission. The probability of being received

without blocking on the ith resubmission is

.1� PB /.

The wait delay can also be derived in an-

other way. Since the steady-state ensures (5),

PB can still be obtained from (6). Then

twD
packet cycles wasted because
o f blocking in time interval T

total number o f packets accepted
by the network in time interval T

(9)

D T�T=˛.1� PB /.˛/

T=˛.1� PB /
(10)

D T PB

T=˛.1� PB /
(11)

D PB

1� PB
:̨ (12)

buffer size for a given packet offset ˛. Then the ˇT R is

the minimum buffer size which results in twD0.
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Equation (12) is identical to (8).

In our simulation, the wait delay tw and the

congestion threshold ˛T R will be extensively

used. In the following section, we use our ana-

lytical model for the wait delay, once PB is de-

termined by simulation.

VI. SIMULATION

The performance evaluation of MINs is

normally based on analytical model and sim-

ulation studies. Multiple-packet messages in-

crease the complexity of the analytical model,

making it difficult to get analytical solutions.

The complexity of the analysis for multiple-

packet messages results from dependencies

among the packets comprising a message be-

cause they are sent to the same destination. We

have developed a general purpose simulator

to measure the delay and the throughput of a

MIN. The results for networks of size 32 are

reported in this paper.

Each simulation cycle corresponds to a

network cycle. The number of simulation runs

was adjusted so as to insure that the simulated

network had reached a steady-state operating

condition. Each simulation was run for 2000

cycles. Tests indicate that extending the run

time had little effect on the simulation results.

Lastly, each simulation was repeated five times

and results were averaged in order to reduce

the statistical variations. Detailed and compre-

hensive simulationresults can be found in [12].

Validityof the analytical model for the wait

delay tw was tested by comparing the analyti-

cal results with simulation which were found to

be in close agreement (within 1 %). Where our

results overlap the work done by others, our re-

sults agree with the earlier works [7], [8], [13].

VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The performance results are discussed to

show the effects of varying the different pa-

rameters, to find the optimal choices for pa-

rameters, and finally to compare different net-

works.

1. Packet Offset Effect

Representative plots for the normalized

packet delay (NPD), the normalized message

delay (NMD) and the wait delay tw as a func-

tion of packet offset time ˛ are shown in Figs.

3 and 4. As the packet offset increases the

NPD decreases and approaches some mini-

mum value. The minimum occurs after the

congestion threshold CTR.˛T R ;ˇ/ indepen-

dent of the message size and the network type.

As the packet offset increases, the load on the

network diminishes and the traffic through the

network decreases, thus reducing the delay tw
and time ttr . The congestion threshold, ˛T R , is

indicated by the point where tw becomes zero.

The NMD initially decreases as the packet off-

set increases. However, the message delay in-

creases after its minimum value at ˛T R because

the increased packet offset dominates the over-
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all message delay, nullifying the effects of light

network load.

Fig. 3. Variation of NPD, NMD, and tw with different

packet offset times – Delta network.

Fig. 4. Variation of NPD, NMD and tw with different

packet offset times – Kappa network.

For a fixed buffer size, the congestion

thresholds CTR.˛T R ;ˇ/ is reached with a

lower packet offset for multipath MINs as

compared to Delta network. Among the multi-

path MINs, the congestion threshold is reached

with the lowest packet offset for the Kappa,

followed by the Gamma, and the cross-link

network, respectively. This order corresponds

to the decreasing degree of multiple paths, with

the Kappa network having the maximum num-

ber of multiple paths. The optimal packet off-

sets that minimize overall message delay for

different combinations of message and buffer

sizes are listed in Table 2.

A representative plot for the normalized

throughput (NTP) versus packet offset time is

shown in Fig. 5. The NTP is also seen to de-

crease with increased packet offset as the net-

work load gets lighter. The NTP decreases

more significantly when the operation of a net-

work shifts from the congestion region to the

non-congestion region. In the congestion re-

gion, increasing the packet offset time reduces

the wait delay without significantly lowering

the throughput.

Fig. 5. Variation of NTP for each network with different

packet offset times
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Table 2. Packet offset resulting in the congestion thresh-

old CTR.˛T R ;ˇ/.

Networks

Message Buffer Size

Size 1 2 4 8

1 5 � 10 2 � 5 2 2
2 5 � 10 2 � 5 2 � 5 2

Delta 4 5 � 10 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5
8 5 � 10 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5

16 5 � 10 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5

1 2 � 5 2 2 2
2 2 � 5 2 2 2

Gamma 4 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 2
8 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5 2

16 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5 2

1 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2

Kappa 4 2 � 5 2 2 2
8 2 � 5 2 2 2

16 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 2

1 2 � 5 2 2 2
2 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 2

Hybrid 4 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5 2
8 5 � 10 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5

16 5 � 10 2 � 5 2 � 5 2 � 5

2. Multiple Packet Effect

In a congestion region, given a packet off-

set and a buffer size, we observed that the aver-

age packet and average message delays (APD

and AMD) increase with the message size.

With larger message sizes, networks become

congested due to the dependencies among con-

stituent packets of a message. In the non-

congestion region (˛ > ˛T R), the APD is es-

sentially the network’s minimum delay. We

found that the throughput (TP) is higher for

smaller sized messages.

3. Buffer Size Effect

We analyzed the network performance as

a function of the buffer size for both heavily

loaded and modestly loaded networks. Fig. 6

shows the results for a heavily loaded Delta

network, with message size of two. The APD

as well as the AMD is seen to drop to a min-

imum value and then begin to increase as the

buffer size increases. The turning point is

found to occur with buffer size of two for all

message sizes considered in the study. The ttr
part of the APD monotonically increases with

buffer size as was found in [7]. The reason

for the drop in the APD and the AMD at buffer

size of two can be explained as follows. The

fact that the wait delay tw decreases with buffer

size, as shown in Fig.6, indicates that the net-

work becomes less congested and the block-

ing due to full buffers is reduced. However,

larger buffers introduce larger delays because

packets fill the buffers and stay in the network

longer, thereby increasing queueing delays as

discussed in [7]. At some point the decrease

in the wait delay tw is offset by an increase

in queueing delay. Since tw does not decrease

beyond the buffer size of two, increasing the

buffer size beyond this point only increases the

overall delay.
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Fig. 6. Variation of APD, APD with ttr only, AMD and

tw with different buffer sizes under the heavily

loaded condition – Delta network.

For multipath MIN results, shown in Fig.

7, no turning point is observed for APD. This

is because the effect of the wait delay tw on the

overall delay is not significant since the block-

ing probability in a multipath MIN is much

smaller in comparison to Delta network. A

multipath MIN has higher throughput than a

comparable Delta network. However, higher

throughput implies acceptance of a larger num-

ber of packets by the network which can po-

tentially produce higher delays. This was gen-

erally observed to be true except in the cases

of single-buffer Gamma and Kappa networks.

The rate of increase in delay is the highest for

the cross-link network, because the cross links

in effect add more stages, thereby increasing

the queueing delays of packets. Under heavy

loads, as the buffer size increases, the NTP in-

creases as shown in Fig. 8. But, the TP lev-

els off as the buffer capacity increases. While

the TP increases and then levels off, the APD

and the AMD become intolerable as the buffer

size increases. Based on the tradeoffs between

the delay and the throughput,we suggest in Ta-

ble 3 the optimal buffer sizes for various net-

works.

Fig. 7. Variation of APD for multipath MINs with differ-

ent buffer sizes under heavily loaded condition.

Fig. 8. Variation of NTP for each network under the

heavily loaded condition.

With light or modest loads, delay for

all networks can be characterized as fol-
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lows. In the congestion region, increasing

the buffer size increases delay. But, in the

non-congestion region, as the buffer size

increases APD and AMD levels off to constant

values. Buffer sizes, ˇT R , which result in

the congestion threshold CTR.˛;ˇT R / are

listed for various networks in Table 3. The

table entry marked “NA” means that the

congestion threshold was not reached up to

the buffer size of eight. We found that the

congestion threshold CTR.˛;ˇT R / is reached

with smaller buffer sizes when the message

size is smaller.

When the network is not heavily loaded,

the NTP increases and then levels off as the

buffer size increases. The knee corresponds

to the point where the congestion threshold

CTR.˛; ˇT R / occurs.

4. Multiplexer SEs in the Kappa and
the Gamma networks

In spite of more redundant paths in the

Kappa network, it may have higher APD and

AMD as compared to the Gamma network.

This is observed when the networks are heav-

ily loaded and the buffer size is larger than one.

This apparent discrepancy occurs because of

the multiplexer SEs at the output stage. The

rate of packet transfers is one packet per each

multiplexer SE for both the networks. Thus

the output stage acts more of a bottleneck in

the Kappa network than in the Gamma net-

work. To investigate the effect of the output

stage on the delay, we obtained the delay of

the Gamma and the Kappa networks, assum-

ing that the SEs in the output stage can transfer

all packets that are placed at the front of each

input buffer in one network cycle. That is, a

maximum of 3 packets can be passed to a des-

tination at one time for the Gamma network,

and maximum of 4 packets for the Kappa net-

work. We call the resulting networks as the en-

hanced Gamma and the enhanced Kappa net-

works, respectively. The representative varia-

tions in APD are shown in Fig. 7 for both the

networks. The delay in the enhanced Kappa

network is greatly reduced compared to the en-

hanced Gamma network.

Table 3. Buffer sizes resulting in the congestion thresh-

old CTR.˛;ˇT R /.

Networks

Packet Message Size

Offset 1 2 4 8

2 4 8 NA NA
Delta 5 2 2 2 2

10 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 4 8
Gamma 5 1 1 1 1

10 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 2 2
Kappa 5 1 1 1 1

10 1 1 1 1

2 2 4 8 NA
Hybrid 5 1 1 1 2

10 1 1 1 1
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Our performance study of packet switch-

ing multistage interconnection networks is

based on a comprehensive simulation model

which includes several factors to represent the

effects of the source and destination behav-

ior. Many of the results obtained by earlier

studies can be interpreted as special cases of

the analysis provided in this paper. We also

compare four networks which represent a

wide spectrum of multistage interconnection

networks. This study also illustrates how to

determine optimal values for hardware pa-

rameters under different operating conditions.

The simulations are done assuming random

access pattern for the requests. It would be

desirable to run the simulations using more

realistic access patterns. The simulator that

we have developed is adequate for such a

study but the main difficulty lies in obtaining

more realistic access patterns.
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